Characterization of VP-16-induced DNA damage in isolated nuclei from L1210 cells.
Based on the observation that VP-16-induced DNA damage can be demonstrated in isolated nuclei but not in purified DNA, and that this effect is temperature-dependent, it is postulated that the mechanism of action of VP-16 involves an essential intranuclear event, perhaps enzyme-mediated, which is a prerequisite for the cleavage of DNA. Using alkaline elution to assay single-strand breaks in isolated L1210 nuclei, we have further characterized conditions influencing this putative intranuclear reaction. We have found drug activity to be dependent on magnesium and pH and to be stimulated by low concentrations of ATP (0.05-1 mM), an effect which was not observed with a nonhydrolyzable analog of ATP. Heat-labile activity in a nuclear non-histone protein extract was critical to VP-16-mediated DNA damage. This new evidence lends further credence to the hypothesis that activity of an intranuclear enzyme, possessing characteristics consistent with a type II DNA topoisomerase, is a prerequisite for the cleavage of DNA by VP-16.